
Human Society - Bug #109

the processes for making important decisions are broken/corrupt

05/17/2018 12:25 AM - Woozle Hypertwin

Status: New Start date: 05/16/2018

Priority: Normal Due date:  

Assignee:  % Done: 0%

Category:  Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version:  Spent time: 0.00 hour

Description

Important decisions are largely being made through influence by the powerful and for their own selective interests, rather rational

deliberative processes designed to maximize the common good.

This is due in large part to issue #106, "authoritarian followership", i.e. the willingness of many people to have others make their

decisions for them, combined with the ease of spreading false information (issue #108).

Note that there may be layers of indirection. For example, someone may appear to be making up their mind based on a reasonable

interpretation of the facts they understand, but those facts have themselves not been examined critically and are in fact false.

Related issues:

Related to Bug #103: court system design is basically broken New 05/14/2018

Blocked by Bug #108: calculatedly false information has become easier to spread New 05/17/2018

Blocked by Feature #123: Needed: system for large numbers of people to reliab... In Progress 05/30/2018

History

#1 - 05/17/2018 12:27 AM - Woozle Hypertwin

- Subject changed from important decisions are largely made through influence by the powerful, not rational deliberative processes to the processes

for making important decisions are broken/corrupt

- Description updated

#2 - 05/30/2018 02:30 PM - Woozle Hypertwin

- Blocked by Bug #108: calculatedly false information has become easier to spread added

#3 - 05/30/2018 02:35 PM - Woozle Hypertwin

- Related to Bug #103: court system design is basically broken added

#4 - 05/30/2018 02:39 PM - Woozle Hypertwin

- Blocked by Feature #123: Needed: system for large numbers of people to reliably make good decisions added
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